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Q1: Please Include a specific example(s) of deploying (and redeploying) people, 
resources, and money to support clearly defined business outcomes.  

Workfront has allowed us to effectively utilize Teams to ensure optimal coverage for work 
assignments. By setting up our Designers as a dedicated operations "POD" Team, they have 
developed an operating model that streamlines their entire processes when engaging projects:   
 

1. They have improved visibility to total work assignments across the entire team   
2. Each contributor is empowered to manage their daily deliverables   
3. Collaborations are much more effective through real-time reporting and visibility   
4. The Team is able to identify risk areas and develop more timely mitigation plans.   

 
This new operating model has facilitated a more cohesive, communicative and interactive 
experience and elevated each individual contributor to form a truly successful team. 
 

Q2: Include an example(s) of defined (and, where possible, automated) business 
processes that support people, teams, and objectives.  

Through thoughtful configuration of our Workfront content and system processes, we've 
successfully provided an environment that drives greater efficiencies and lends to a positive 
cultural change.  
 
Specific examples of this, within our organization, are illustrated in our intake design and 
production processes:   

● The intake design portion of our system now gives stakeholders a logical, intuitive and 
online interface for them to provide relevant information for their marketing plans. The 
stakeholder is now able to focus on providing information that is needed by operation 
teams and less on manually tracking each request. Stakeholders are also able to utilize a 
variety of on-demand reports to manage their projects and go-to-market timing.   

● Our production processes leverage in-system routing logic to immediately transfer 
relevant marketing plans to the right teams. By ensuring real-time data flows and 
engagements by operations teams, we've streamlined the production process and 
improved the overall go-to-market timing for our stakeholders.   

 



 
Our Divisional Marketers have embraced our transition to Workfront for the real-time, reliable, 
intuitive and on-demand experiences it presents. Our operation and execution teams utilize 
Workfront to ensure we are able to meet the needs of our business in a timely, cost-effective and 
thoughtful way. Together, we work to ensure a streamlined experience throughout the entire 
go-to-market process. 
 

Q3: Describe your effective work execution and business accomplishments as a result of 
operational designs and planning.  

The Workfront platform has redefined and improved the level of effort needed by our Traffic and 
Marketing Program Manager (MPM) Teams. Workfront usage now allows these two teams to 
embrace a greater partnership in the engagement of common projects:   

● MPM partners now spend less time manually tracking marketing plans and projects by 
leveraging comprehensive Workfront reporting functions and navigating logical data 
formats in the system. Thoughtful Workfront configuration now offers MPM partners 
greater visibility to essential project details and provides improved efficiencies in how 
they support their stakeholders. Their ability to more easily track key information for their 
stakeholders ensures improved data quality from the start.   

● Traffic partners have experienced significant improvement in overall project management 
efficiencies. Workfront's automation functions provides Traffic partners with a reliable 
method in which to set up and manage projects and minimizes much of the manual tasks 
experienced in our former project management system. 

 

Q4: Please include examples of measurement, such as utilization, service level 
agreements, cost savings, on- time delivery, and performance.  

Workfront reporting functions have provided a significant increase in the ability to track key 
deliverables across all operation and execution teams:   
   

1. While using our legacy project management tool, the ability to deliver on-time delivery 
metrics was hampered by a very complex and non-integrated system. With our Workfront 
implementation, we've been able to more immediately and directly identify on-time 
delivery results through integrated, intuitive and real-time reporting functions. This has 
contributed to a net gain of ~20 monthly hours in reporting processes and delivers a 
reliable and repeatable method for generating on-time reports.  

2. Workfront reporting functions have enabled us to develop comprehensive and interactive 
dashboards to reliably track daily work assignments, identify work priorities and ensure 
proper visibility across all teams and leadership. This allows us to ensure proper resource 
allocations to meet all business needs and objectives. 

 
 
 


